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1.0 Installation
1. Go to www.drstuartatkinson.com/School-Software/ and select “Download”.
2. The Application.zip file will be downloaded (Note: sometimes a warning message appears
– this is just a precaution Microsoft takes with small applications downloaded from the
web, click on the side arrow and select “keep” )
3. Open the downloaded Application.zip file Click on the “Setup” file in the installation folder.
4. This window should now
appear. Click install and the
program will retrieve the
necessary files from the web
and install onto your
computer.

5. Once installed, the program will be available from the desktop and start menu.

6. To uninstall the program, go to Start – Control Panel
– Add/Remove Programs

1.1 EduTrends Overview

The EduTrends software package uses data exports from SIMS to produce dynamic A4
customisable conduct and attendance analysis sheets (group pages by cohort, house etc and
delve into the statistics of your key student sub-groupings (SEN, gender, disadvantaged, ability
etc). Reports are set up with a simple drag-drop interface which are automatically sent to PDF
ready to distribute to your key stakeholders with the click of a button (Senior Leadership, Heads
of Department, Pastoral Leaders and Tutors).
Time spent on producing individual data requests and training on analysis software can be
significantly reduced, creating more time for attendance officers and pastoral heads to quality
assure figures, increase accountability and deal with an ever increasing workload.
The software is available under a 30 day free trial licence (no payment details required), followed
by a yearly subscription (annually from the date of purchase) if you choose to continue using the
package (unlocked with a purchasable licence key).
A number of templates are available, covering both attendance, conduct and both (a full list of
templates can be found in Section 1.2).
Each report template contains a mixture of graphical comparative summaries for classes/subjects
and a breakdown analysis page for each group, subject or class containing a combination of the
following elements: a customisable colour-coded student itemised table, numerical or graphical
widgets, conduct breakdown table and historic performance tables.
This software is in Alpha Testing Phase. If you come across any bugs, please let me know and I will
investigate and release an update as soon as possible.
Can't find the template that you are looking for? Please do not hesitate to contact me to discuss
bespoke solutions.
This document focusses on the following content:
Section 1.2: Template Styles & Widgets
Section 2: Exporting from SIMS
Section 3: Running a Report
3.1: Importing Data
3.2: Selecting Filter Settings
3.3: Edit Group Settings
3.4: Selecting Widget Settings
3.5: Select Name List Settings
3.6: Selecting Historic Table Settings
3.7: Select Conduct Settings
Section 4: Troubleshooting

1.2 Available Template Styles (bespoke available on request)

Attendance Reports

ATT1

ATT2

ATT3

ATT4
Each image is a hyperlink
to the respective PDF
sample report.

CON2

Conduct Reports

CON1

Bespoke reports
are available on
request
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2.1 SIMS Report Definition Setup
The instructions on this page need to be performed once (unless the
Report definition version changes!).

1

1. In the EduTrends Software, select
“Export RepDef”

2

3

2. Navigate to a location to save the
file
3. Open SIMS and select Reports ->
Import

1

4. Navigate to the location that you
saved your file previously (don’t
forget to navigate to the drive on
your computer)
5. The EduTrends reports should be
listed in the box and be of status
“pending…”
6. Select “Import”

2.2 Exporting a Data Period from SIMS
1. Open SIMS and navigate to Reports -> Run Report
2. Select the latest version of required report export. Under
Focus->Student->EduTrends_VX.X [XX] The one you export
depends on what type of report template you want to run
[Attendance/Conduct/Both]. Types are explained below
1. [ALL] Compatible with all report templates. [Slow to
run]
2. [No Conduct] Not compatible with Conduct
templates. [Faster to run]
3. [ALL + Classes] Experimental. Compatible with all
templates and allows for teaching groups to be
extracted as another filter. May require additional
setup. [Slowest to run]
3. Select the effective date [must be a day that students are
in school during the current academic year]
4. Select the start and end date parameter in each of the
“date is between” parameter boxes (there are several of
these). This is a “Data Period” that you want reporting,
so select accordingly.
e.g.1) a April report would be between 01 Apr and 30
Apr
e.g.2) a term 1 report would be between the start
and end date of the term.
e.g.3) a year to date report should be between the
start of year e.g. 01 Sept to todays date.
5. Repeat this process in all of the “date is between” boxes (the same pair of dates in each),
there are several – sorry - this is down to SIMS not allowing batch filtering!
6. Finally select the year group(s) you wish to export. You can export all year groups at
once or you may wish to keep KS3/4/5 separate (for organisation and generation speed).
7. If you are producing an [ALL] export with all year groups for a large period of time, have a
cuppa - SIMS may seem to freeze but it should pull through!
8. Once the page opens in Microsoft Excel, save it into an accessible drive on your PC and
you are done. Repeat the process for any other Data Periods that are required.
9. Time to run a report. Please see the next section.
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3.1 Data Import

1

2

3

4

a
b

c

To Import Data for a report:
1. Select the Report Type [Attendance/Conduct/etc] from the dropdown menu
2. Double click the report style
3. Select “Import SIMS Dataset”
4. In the SIMS FILE IMPORT window:
a. Add each data period file SIMS export by selecting the “++ Add Exported SIMS Files ++”
Button. You can select multile files at once by holidng shift
b. Drag and drop to reorder the files from oldest to newest.
c. Click on a file in the sorting box and rename if required. Make sure you click “Update”
to keep changes
d. Please see note for “Calculation Weightings” explanation.
5. Select IMPORT to load the files. This may take a minute.
NOTE: Comparing a term of 30 days to one that was 45 days?
You may wish to “apply data period duration weightings.” This function will apply a weighting to
the comparative up/down arrows in your report (for relevant fields). To use this feature you
must select the Start and End date for each data period.
E.g. Over the current 30 day term 11B average 3.6 commendations per student. Over the
previous 45 day term, 11B average 4.2 commendations per student. This term would get a red
trend arrow with no calculation weightings, while it would get a green trend arrow if you take
number of days into account (0.12/student/day vs. 0.09/student/day).

3.2 Select Filter Settings

1. Drag and drop your groups into the filter categories to customise your report
1. Report Filter. Produce a separate report for each group member. E.g. Drag Gender to
generate one PDf for boys, and one PDF for girls. [Maximum 1]

2. Page Filter. Generate a separate page for each group member. E.g. Drag Cohort to
produce a different page for each year group (See preview window). [Maximum 1]
3. Page Sub Filter. Selects which widget fields you want on your report. e.g. Drag SEN to
get a breakdown of SEN sub-groups (N, K, P1 etc) (see preview window).
1. No maximum number of fields – just make sure it fits inside the grey box
2. Left vs right? Some templates have 2 columns, drag in to the right filter to
show in the right column!
2. TIP: Make sure your contents fit inside the grey box in the viewer to make sure it will fit onto a
single A4 page. It is best to do this with no page filter selected as this will show all your fields
on the page at once so there should be no surprises when you generate the report!
3. Wait a minute – there are some fields that I don’t want in my group. E.g. SEN has EAL and a
‘blank’ field! [See preview window above]
1. Depending on how the data has been added into SIMS, there may be some
unexpected groupings. For example it is common for “N” and “[blank]” to be used. See
the next section for how to rectify this issue.

3.3 Edit Group Settings
1. Open the “Group Settings” tab.
2. Select the group you want to edit.
3. Drag and drop to group like categories
together.
4. Use “Up” and “Down” to reorder
5. Use the “Update” button to rename the
title category.
6. Select “Hide” to omit a category from the
report (E.g. hide Y12 and Y13 from a KS3/4
report)
7. Once you have done, select “Recalculate”
to refresh your preview window.

3.4 Select Widget Settings

1. Available fields are dependent on which SIMS report definition you have exported [Conduct
fields will only be available for the [ALL] Export]

2. Drag and drop into the Summary and Groups boxes for the item to show at the top of the
page summarising the page, or within the widget boxes respectively.
3. There is no maximum for summary widgets, while groups currently have a maximum of 3 per
numerical widget but no maximum per graphical widget.
4. The symbol [#] represents the raw number from SIMS (e.g. Present & AEA will show the
number of periods attended by the group).
5. The symbol [%] differs depending on data type.
a. For attendance stats, the % represents the percentage calculated as the raw number
[#] vs. total possible attendance.
b. For conduct stats, the % represents the per student figure (e.g. 3.4
commendations/student).
Note: The data period duration weightings, outlined in Section 3.1, can optionally
be applied to the conduct [%] figures to compare per student per day.

3.5 Select Name List Settings

1. Available fields are dependent on which SIMS report definition you have exported [Conduct
fields will only be available for the [ALL] Export]
2. Drag and drop into the Columns box to add columns to the breakdown table
3. Order the breakdown table numerically or alphabetically by selecting a Sort Field
a. Optionally select a minimum and maximum value to focus the data. E.g. min=0 to
max=0.9 to only show 90% persistent absence in the above example.
4. Add a colour marker to highlight data by dragging into the Colour Field.
a. Customise colours by clicking on the four colour buttons to open the palette
b. Select the colour thresholds.
5. Optionally select reverse order to start from the highest to the lowest in the table.

3.6 Select Historic Table Settings

1. Available Fields are dependent on which SIMS report definition you have exported [Conduct fields will
only be available for the [ALL] Export]
2. Drag and drop into the Table Headings box for the item to show in the Historic Table Breakdown

3.7 Select Conduct Settings

1. In a similar way to grouping group fields (Seciton 3.3), you can also group conduct types. E.g.
group all commendation types under “Commendation”
1. Drag and drop similar fields to combine under a single heading
2. Rename the heading and select “Update” to confirm changes
3. Reorder headings using the “Up” and “Down” buttons to edit the order they appear in
the Behaviour and Achievement widget tables
4. Select the “Hide” button to omit from the report
5. Don’t forget to select “Recalculate” to update your preview window to show the latest
changes.
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